NO PANDA PETS

guide to sharing why red pandas do not make good pets and why wild red pandas must remain in the wild.

WHY THEY SHOULDN'T BE PETS

IT'S DANGEROUS
for you and the red panda.

Red pandas have sharp, cat-like claws that would tear up your furniture... and maybe even you.

IT'S MESSY
and stinky.

Males are territorial and will mark their territory with strong odor from the scent gland at the base of their tail.

IT WOULDN'T WORK
in your home.

Red pandas have thick fur suited for the cold Himalayan climate and a specialized bamboo diet.

IT'S ILLEGAL
Red pandas are protected by law in their range countries.

They may not be captured or killed legally. Red pandas are also internationally protected by CITES.

THEY'RE ENDANGERED
There may be as few as 2,500 remaining in the wild.

Removing red pandas from the wild harms already vulnerable populations.

SHARE THE MESSAGE!
#NOPANDAPETS
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